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Abstract
Bilingual lexicon extraction from comparable corpora is usually based on distributional methods when dealing with single word
terms (SWT). These methods often treat SWT as single tokens without considering their compositional property. However, many
SWT are compositional (composed of roots and affixes) and this information, if taken into account, can be very useful to match
translational pairs, especially for infrequent terms where distributional methods often fail. For instance, the English compound
xenograft which is composed of the root xeno and the lexeme graft can be translated into French compositionally by aligning
each of its elements (xeno with xéno and graft with greffe) resulting in the translation: xénogreffe. In this paper, we experiment
several distributional modellings at the morpheme level that we apply to perform compositional translation to a subset of French
and English compounds. We show promising results using distributional analysis at the root and affix levels. We also show that the
adapted approach significantly improve bilingual lexicon extraction from comparable corpora compared to the approach at the word level.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays comparable corpora are widely used in many
applications of natural language processing, particularly in
bilingual terminology extraction where parallel corpora are
a scarce resource (Rapp, 1995; Fung, 1995; Chiao and
Zweigenbaum, 2002; Laroche and Langlais, 2010). In the
task of bilingual lexicon extraction from comparable cor-
pora, the acquisition of translational pairs is mainly based
on the Harris’ distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954)
which states that words with similar meaning tend to oc-
cur in similar contexts (hypothesis that has been extended
to the bilingual scenario).
It is well-known that the efficiency of distributional meth-
ods heavily depends on the quality and the size of compara-
ble corpora (Morin et al., 2007). If the quality of bilingual
lexicons can always be improved by using more data, this is
true only if the training data is reasonably well-matched to
the desired output (Morin and Hazem, 2014). In the case of
specialised comparable corpora, the amount of data is lim-
ited and often small (Rapp, 1995; Morin et al., 2007). This
presents a problem for distributional methods that fail to ex-
tract infrequent single-word terms (SWTs) as well as multi-
word terms (MWTs). In the case of MWTs, it has become
a standard practice to apply the principle of composition-
ality on its parts to extract their corresponding translations
(Robitaille et al., 2006; Daille and Morin, 2008; Delpech
et al., 2012b). While in the case of SWTs, distributional
methods often treat them as single tokens without consid-
ering their compositional property (Rapp, 1995; Chiao and
Zweigenbaum, 2002; Laroche and Langlais, 2010). One
can note that a reasonable amount of SWTs are compound
terms consisting of a combination of two (or more) lexical
elements to form a unit of meaning (Robitaille et al., 2006;
Daille and Morin, 2008; Delpech et al., 2012b). To handle
derivational morphology, Guevara (2010) and Lazaridou et
al. (2013) identify the stem of rare derived words and use its

derivational vector to derive the distributional meaning of
morphologically complex words from their parts. Delpech
et al. (2012a) extract translations of morphologically con-
structed terms by exploiting a manually constructed trans-
lation list of equivalence at the morpheme-level.
In this paper, we apply the compositional property at the
morpheme level to automatically build a bilingual list of
morphemes (roots and affixes), resource that is not always
available and difficult to construct manually. We evaluate
our automatic bilingual morpheme extraction based on dis-
tributional semantics on two specialized comparable cor-
pora that is the breast cancer and the wind energy corpora
for French and English. We propose several ways to model
morpheme contexts. We address in the same way neoclassi-
cal compounds, quasi-compounds, and prefixed words such
as paramedical, immunodeficiency, and disappearance. In
this particular case, we first manually split the compound
term, then adapt the distributional method by extracting for
each part of the compound its corresponding translation,
and finally by recomposing the two extracted parts to be
the target translation.
To our knowledge, this is the first work on automatic bilin-
gual morphemes extraction from comparable corpora. We
show promising results using distributional methods at the
root and affix levels and hope that this work can serve as
a cornerstone for future work on this task involving more
languages. We also confirm that the adapted approach sig-
nificantly improves bilingual terminology extraction from
comparable corpora compared to the baseline system.

2. Related work
Distributional semantic models (DSM) have been success-
fully used in many natural language processing tasks (Gue-
vara, 2010). Bilingual terminology extraction from com-
parable corpora for instance, is usually based on the bilin-
gual distributional semantic models (BDSMs) when deal-
ing with single word terms (SWT’s) (Rapp, 1999; Gamallo,
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2007; Laroche and Langlais, 2010; Morin and Hazem,
2014). To extract a SWT’s translation, a similarity mea-
sure is applied between the translated context vector of
the source SWT and the context vectors of all the target
SWTs. The candidates are ranked according to their sim-
ilarity scores. One of the main problems that encounter
distributional methods such as BDSMs is data sparseness.
Taking into account the derivational morphology property
of a SWT should resolve the latter problem.
Compositional methods which have originally been devel-
oped for phrases have been successfully applied by Delpech
et al. (2012a) to translate morphologically constructed
terms by exploiting a manually constructed translation list
of equivalence at the morpheme-level. Guevara (2010) and
Lazaridou et al. (2013) have shown that compositional
methods improve the quality of monolingual neighbor ac-
quisition. Starting from the assumption that exploiting mor-
phology could improve the quality of distributional seman-
tic models (DSMs) in general and compositional DSMs
(cDSM) in particular, and based on the observation that
DSMs ignore derivational morphology altogether, Lazari-
dou et al. (2013) adapted compositional methods to the
task of deriving the distributional meaning of morpholog-
ically complex words from their parts. They explored the
application of compositional distributional semantic mod-
els (cDSM) to derivational morphology by adapting several
composition methods including the multiplicative model
(mult) that given input vectors u and v, returns a composed
vector c with: ci = uivi; the weighted additive model
(wadd) where the composed vector c is a weighted sum
of the two input vectors: c = αu + βv (α and β being
two scalars); the full additive model (fulladd) where the
two vectors u and v are first multiplied by weight matri-
ces and then added as follows: c = Au + Bv; the di-
lation model where one of the input vectors (u or v) is
first decomposed into a vector parallel to the other and an
orthogonal vector. Before recombining, the parallel vec-
tor is dilated by a factor λ giving the following result:
c = (λ − 1)〈u, v〉 + 〈u, v〉v. In addition, Lazaridou et al.
(2013) applyed the lexical function model (lexfunc) (Baroni
and Zamparelli, 2010) where the distributional representa-
tion of one element in a composition is not a vector but a
function. They also used the DSM at the stem level as a
baseline. Our approach is inspired by the work of Lazari-
dou et al. (2013) and uses the additive model (wadd) to
combine several distributional modellings at the morpheme
level.

3. Various forms of compounds
Compounding has different forms. First of all, we can
talk about “closed compounds” (Macherey et al., 2011)
written as single words (e.g, toolbar) in contrast to “open
compounds”, which are space-separated but form a unit of
meaning (e.g., operating system). We only deal with closed
compounds (including hyphen-separated). The major kinds
of compounds are native and neoclassical compounds. The
first kind includes only native elements, which means not
borrowed from another language, suh as parrot + fish =
parrotfish. The second kind, neoclassical compounding,
combines some elements of Greek or Latin etymological

origin, such as hydro + logy = hydrology. Neoclassical
elements are not considered as lexical units because they
never independently occur in the texts, that is they are al-
ways seen in the combined form with other elements (e.g.,
biology) (Amiot and Dal, 2008; Namer, 2009). Each lan-
guage may assimilate its borrowed neoclassical elements
phonologically (but not totally) (Lüdeling, 2006). In other
words, a Greek or Latin word undergoes a minimal adap-
tation before being adopted by a host language. For exam-
ple, both Fr: pathie and En: pathy were borrowed from the
Greek word pathos.
Prefixed words cannot be called compounds in the strict
sense of the term because prefixes are not independent
lexical units. However some prefixes are very close to
the neoclassical roots, compare prefix bi- with neoclassi-
cal root uni- according to (Béchade, 1992). The difference
is in their origin (neoclassical roots come from Latin or
Greek content words, whereas prefixes come from func-
tion words) and the period when they entered into usage
(prefixes entered earlier). For our work, we focus on neo-
classical compounds and prefixed words, and compounds
such as hidden compounds which are at the border between
native and neoclassical compounds. Thus, the morphemes
under consideration for the distributional analysis are neo-
classical elements and prefixes, including elements that are
not purely neoclassical elements but look like them, such
as the element radio in radiology.

4. Bilingual morpheme extraction
Our aim is to extract for each source morpheme (root or
affix) its corresponding translation in a target language. To
do so, we adapted the well-known distributional method to
the morpheme level as follows:

1. Each single term of the source and the target language
is split into roots or affixes and lexemes. However,
many splitting tools are available, either designed for
one language such as DeriF (Namer 2003) for the
French language, or language independent such as
Koehn and Knight (2003) algorithm or COMPOST
(Loginova Clouet and Daille, 2014). The single term
abnormal for instance is split into the prefix ab- and
the lexeme normal;

2. Each lexeme is added to the context vector of its corre-
sponding affix or root according to the co-occurrence
of the lexeme with the affix or the root. The lexeme
normal for instance will be added to the context vector
of the prefix ab- with the co-occurrence value of ab-
with normal. This corresponds to the occurrence of
abnormal in the source corpus. This approach is noted
lexem for distributional approach using lexemes. At
this step four variants of the construction of context
vectors can be proposed:

• In the first variant, we can add the single term
(lemma) to the context vector of the affix or the
root. Hence, according to the previous example,
the single term abnormal will be added to the
context vector of the prefix ab-. This approach is
noted lem for distributional approach using lem-
mas.
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• In the second variant and in addition to the lex-
eme, we can add the single term (lemma). Hence,
according to the previous example, both the lex-
eme normal and the single term abnormal will be
added to the context vector of the prefix ab-. This
approach is noted lexem+ lem for distributional
approach using lexemes and lemmas.

• In the third variant and in addition to the lexeme
and to the single term, we can add the context
words of the lexeme that have been already ob-
served in the corpus. Hence, all the words that ap-
pear in the context of normal will be added to the
context vector of the prefix ab-. This approach
is noted V ect(lexem) for distributional approach
using lexemes and lemmas and the context words
of the lexemes.

• In the fourth variant and in addition to the lexeme
and to the single term, we can add the context
words of the single term that have been already
observed in the corpus. Hence, all the words that
appear in the context of abnormal will be added
to the context vector of the prefix ab-. This ap-
proach is noted V ect(lem) for distributional ap-
proach using lexemes and lemmas and the con-
text words of the lemmas.

3. Each lemma or lexeme of the context vector is
weighted according to a given association measure
such as the point-wise mutual information (Fano,
1961), the discounted odds ratio (Evert, 2005) or the
log-likelihood (Dunning, 1993);

4. Each source context vector is translated into the target
language using a bilingual dictionary;

5. A similarity measure such as the Cosine (Salton and
Lesk, 1968) or the weighted Jaccard (Grefenstette,
1994) is applied between each translated source con-
text vector and all the target vectors;

6. The translation candidates are ranked according to
their similarity scores.

The correct translation of the English prefix ab- is the
French prefix a-. Knowing that (automatically thanks to
our approach), we can derive from the single word abnor-
mal that its French translation is anormal. This can be ef-
fective if we split abnormal, translate each of its parts and
then recompose them to obtain the translation.

5. Experiments and Results
We conduct two sets of experiments. The first one aims at
evaluating the bilingual morphemes (roots and affixes) ex-
traction for the breast cancer and the wind energy corpora.
The second one aims at evaluating the impact of the first
experiment on bilingual terminology extraction using the
distributional approach.

5.1. Experimental setup
In our experiments we used two French-English compa-
rable corpora. The breast cancer corpus of 500k words

and the wind energy corpus of 400k words1. The corpora
have been normalized through the following linguistic pre-
processing steps: tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, and
lemmatization. To build our reference lists, we selected
French-English morpheme pairs from an existing list of 892
entries 2. After projection on the bilingual corpus, we ob-
tained 176 morpheme translations from the breast cancer
corpus, and 80 morpheme translations from the wind en-
ergy corpus. To evaluate the impact of bilingual morpheme
extraction on the bilingual terminology extraction task, we
built an additional list of morphologically derived terms on
the breast cancer corpus. We obtained 32 translations. As
bilingual dictionary, we used the French/English ELRA-
M0033 resource available from the ELRA catalogue3. This
resource is a general language dictionary which contains
only a few terms related to specialised domains.
Using the distributional method, we chose the log-
likelihood (Dunning, 1993) as association measure and
weighted Jaccard index (Grefenstette, 1994) as similarity
measure. To build the context vectors we chose a 7-window
size. Other combinations of parameters were assessed, but
the previous parameters turned out to give the best perfor-
mance.
To evaluate the quality of the system, we used the precision
at P1, P5 and P10, we also used the accuracy (Acc.) and
the mean average precision MAP (Manning et al., 2008).

MAP =
1

|W |

|W |∑
i=1

1

Ranki
(1)

where |W | corresponds to the size of the evaluation list, and
Ranki corresponds to the ranking of a correct translation
candidate i.

5.2. Bilingual morpheme extraction
We applied our adapted distributional approach to each
morpheme and evaluate the bilingual morpheme extraction
in the two directions that is: from English to French (noted
en-fr) and from French to English (noted fr-en). The results
are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for breast cancer domain,
and in Tables 3 and 4 for wind energy domain.
Table 1 shows the results of English morphemes translation
for the breast cancer corpus. We can see that the lemmas-
based approach (lem) gives the best results in terms of
P1 (30.9%) while the combination of lexemes and lem-
mas (lexem + lem) obtains the best results in terms of P5
(40.3%), P10 (43.2%). Adding the lexemes context infor-
mation (V ect(lexem)) turned out to give the best results in
terms of accuracy (61.9%) and adding the lemmas context
information obtains the best MAP score with 34.1%.

1The Breast cancer and the wind energy
corpora can be downloaded from the web-
site http://www.lina.univ-nantes.fr/
?Ressources-linguistiques-du-projet.html

2The list can be downloaded here
http://www.lina.univ-nantes.fr/
?Ressources-linguistiques-du-projet,1675.
html

3http://www.elra.info/
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P1 P5 P10 Acc. MAP

lexem 16.9 35.0 38.0 39.7 23.9
lem 30.9 32.7 32.7 32.7 31.8
lexem+ lem 27.4 40.3 43.2 43.2 32.7
V ect(lexem) 21.0 33.3 39.1 61.9 27.8
V ect(lem) 28.6 38.5 42.1 60.8 34.1

Table 1: Results (%) of morphemes translation for the
breast cancer corpus (en-fr)

P1 P5 P10 Acc. MAP

lexem 19.2 36.2 38.5 41.5 26.2
lem 30.9 32.7 32.7 32.7 31.8
lexem+ lem 33.9 43.8 45.0 45.0 38.5
V ect(lexem) 25.1 35.0 38.0 68.4 29.8
V ect(lem) 29.8 40.3 44.4 67.2 35.2

Table 2: Results (%) of morphemes translation for the
breast cancer corpus (fr-en)

Table 2 shows the results of French morphemes translation
for the breast cancer corpus. Here, we can see that the
combination of lexemes and lemmas (lexem + lem) ob-
tains the best results in terms of P1 (33.9%), P5 (43.8%),
P10 (45.0%) and MAP (38.5%), while adding the context
information of lexemes (V ect(lexem)) turned out to give
the best results in terms of accuracy with a MAP score
of 68.4%, closely followed by the approach based on the
lemmas context vectors (V ect(lem)) with a MAP score of
67.2%.

P1 P5 P10 Acc. MAP

lexem 23.7 36.2 38.7 38.7 29.1
lem 38.7 40.0 40.0 40.0 39.2
lexem+ lem 36.2 43.7 45.0 45.0 39.4
V ect(lexem) 25.0 38.7 43.7 63.7 31.0
V ect(lem) 31.2 43.7 47.5 65.0 37.2

Table 3: Results (%) of morphemes translation for the wind
energy corpus (en-fr)

Table 3 shows the results of English morphemes transla-
tion for the wind energy corpus. Similarly to previous re-
sults (Tables 1 and 2 ), we can see that the distributional
method based on lemmas (lem) obtains the best precision
at P1 (38.7%) while at P5, both lexem + lem and its
context information-based method (V ect(lem)) obtain the
best results (43.7%). The best MAP score is obtained by
lexem+ lem (39.4%). Finally, V ect(lem) obtains the best
accuracy (65%) and P10 (47.5%).
Table 4 shows the results of French morphemes translation
for the wind energy corpus. We can see that the lexeme
context-based approach (V ect(lexem)) obtains the best
accuracy (67.5%) while the best P1 (40%) and MAP (40%)
results are obtained by the lem approach. Finally, the
best P5 (43.7%) and P10 (45%) results are obtained by

P1 P5 P10 Acc. MAP

lexem 28.7 36.2 37.5 37.5 31.3
lem 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
lexem+ lem 36.2 43.7 45.0 45.0 39.1
V ect(lexem) 22.5 37.5 42.5 67.5 29.5
V ect(lem) 25.0 38.5 43.7 66.2 31.6

Table 4: Results (%) of morphemes translation for the wind
energy corpus (fr-en)

lexem+ lem approach.

We examine more closely the results obtained on the wind
energy corpus for the English to French direction. There
are elements of which the good translation appears at the
first position of the element list whatever are the method
and the kind of element, such as the neoclassical element
hypo translated by hypo, or the prefix un translated by ir or
in. But generally, the ranks of the element differ accord-
ing to the context modelling. For example, the translation
of the prefix pre which is pré or pro is found at the first
position for lem and lexem + lem, at the second position
for V ect(lem), at the 4th position for lexem and at the
32th position for V ect(lexem). More generally, we can
deduce some trends of behaviour according to the context
modelling:

• lem ranks the right translation at the first position for
74%, but lem has a medium accuracy (40%);

• V ect(lem) and V ect(lexem) propose the right trans-
lation at the first position for 50% for V ect(lem) and
42% for V ect(lexem) with high accuracies (65% and
63.7%);

• lexem + lem offers the best compromise by ranking
at the first position 58% of the right translations with
a medium accuracy of 45%.

Some elements that are not found by lem modelling such
as sub with three valid translations sub, sous or hypo are
proposed by V ect(lexem) at the first position, by lexeme
at the second position, and by the 3 other modellings at the
third position. A few elements such as the French suffix re
appear as translation candidates of almost all English ele-
ments. Methods to remove such elements from the list of
translation candidates will be useful to improve the ranking,
such as the method proposed by Ferret (2013) to remove
bad neighbours in distributional analysis.
Overall, we can say that adding information to the basic
distributional method applied to lexemes improves bilin-
gual morphemes alignment using comparable corpora. If
the lexem+ lem method has shown the best results in gen-
eral for the breast cancer corpus, adding context informa-
tion has shown better results on the wind energy corpus.
These promising results encourage more investigations in
the way to exploit the combination of context information.
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5.3. Bilingual terminology extraction
In this experiment, we compare the standard distribu-
tional approach noted DistApp to the compositional ap-
proach based on the proposed bilingual morpheme extrac-
tion methods (lexem, lem, lexem + lem, V ect(lexem)
and V ect(lem)) for the task of bilingual terminology ex-
traction from comparable corpora. The results are pre-
sented in Table 5.

P1 P5 P10 Acc. MAP

DistApp 6.25 12.5 18.7 50.0 10.7
lexem 21.8 21.8 21.8 21.8 21.9
lem 34.3 37.5 37.5 37.5 35.9
lexem+ lem 18.7 25.0 25.0 25.0 20.4
V ect(lexem) 18.7 25.0 25.0 25.0 20.4
V ect(lem) 18.7 25.0 25.0 25.0 20.4

Table 5: Results (%) of bilingual term extraction for the
breast cancer corpus (en-fr)

According to Table 5, we can see that using the results of
morpheme extraction methods, the compositional approach
outperforms the basic standard approach for all the config-
urations (except in terms of accuracy where the DistApp
approach obtains the highest score of 50%). The best re-
sults are obtained using the lem approach with a MAP
score of 35.9% while the standard approach reaches only
10.7% of MAP score. It is to note that the lexem ap-
proach slightly outperform lexem+lem, V ect(lexem) and
V ect(lem) which obtain the same results. Overall, taking
advantage of the morphological information using automat-
ically built lists of morphemes translations is effective to
improve bilingual terminology extraction from comparable
corpora.

6. Conclusion
We have presented a new method based on distributional
semantics to automatically build bilingual translations at
the morpheme-level. To our knowledge, this work is the
first evaluation of such a task. We hope that our approach
can serve as a cornerstone for future works. If additional
experiments for other languages than English and French
are certainly needed, in the light of this first encouraging
results, we can at least conclude that morphological analy-
sis associated to distributional semantics is appropriate for
bilingual morphemes alignment as well as for bilingual ter-
minology extraction from comparable corpora. Our experi-
ments have been conducted with a reference segmentation,
that is a manual segmentation. We foresee in our next ex-
periments to use as input segmentations provided by a split-
ting tool. We need to investigate how distributional analy-
sis at the morpheme level deals with erroneous splitting.
Loginova-Clouet et al. (2015) compared manual and auto-
matic segmentations for a translation task using a composi-
tional translation. They showed that the results are similar
when a precision-oriented segmentation was chosen for the
automatic splitting. We hope to reach the same conclusion
with automatically built bilingual morpheme translations.
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